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Health Fee Committee 
proposes $4.50 increase 
by Roslbel Monserrate 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
mendations must be submitted to the Board of 
Regents for final approval by Sunday. 
Student health fees may soon inc~ease again. 
The UCF Health Fee Setting Committee, 
comprised of four students and four faculty 
and staff members,unanimously voted for a 
$4.50 increase in health fees for the fall of1993 
and spring and summer of 1994 semesters. 
DiBona said he is currently opposed to any 
fee increase on students, especially during these 
hard economic times. 
"Health fees have skyrocketed and are being 
laid out on students.," he said. ''The burden is on 
the shoulders of students for nothing new." 
This proposed in-
DiBona said he plans to work with the com-
mittee to find a better 
crease would raise 
the, decided earlier 
this month,raises the 
health fee from $43 to 
$4 7 .50 for the fall and 
spring semesters and 
from $32 to $36.50 for 
the summer semes-
ter, 10.5 percent and 
14.1 percent respec-
tively. 
The increase will 
help continue current 
operations as well as 
Benefits of health fee 
unlimited doctor visits 
lab work at reduced rates 
prescriptions at pharmacy 
specialty clinics' care at reduced rates 
free blood pressure checks 
orthopedic equipment, crutches etc. on loan 
on-campus health-related counseling 
immunizations at reduced cost 
blood bank reserve credit 
unlimited use of Health Resource Center, Wellness 
Programs, Health Education programs and materi-
als available 
solution. 
In a report, the 
committee gave sev-
eral reasons for in-
creasing the health 
fee. The report said the 
-money is needed for 
increases in present 
services and pro-
grams, auxiliary over-
head assessment, and 
salaries for the M.D, 
and physician assis-
tants. The money is 
providing for . minimum growth, committee 
members said. 
The health fee increase proposals will now 
go to UCF President John Hitt and Student 
Body President Jason DiBona for their recom-
mendations. After their review, final recom-
also needed for a reserve account, drug and 
alcohol programs, and a salary for a new secre-
tary. 
"In the future, it [the health fee] will prob-
ably go up again," said committee chair Ken-
neth D. Lawson. 
UF's abandoned teJescope becomes 
CFAS's astronomical treasure 
by Jason Lesko 
STAFF REPORTER 
former vice president of CF AS. 
"The telescope was in sound 
condition, it just didn't look 
UCF with the Central good." 
Florida Astronomical Society The telescope was built in 
(CFAS) is refurbishing a four 1967 atthe UniversityofSouth 
ton research telescope which Florida and was worth 
the university acquired from $125,000. 
the University of Florida in "The worth of the telescope 
April. ~~~·~~~~~· ~ could be doubled 
The telescope, today," Pickman 
the third largest "There are no said . 
in the state, sat t "It provides 
abandoned in a as ronomy the opportunity to 
storage shed at classes taught - do some serious 
UF for the past here." astronomical re-
10 years. The search here at· 
state university ·Barry Wick UCF," said 
system owns the IST Michael Bass, vice 
telescope and ••••••••• president for re~ 
transferred it search. 
from UF. Once CFAS completes the 
CFAS plans to have the telescope, it will be placed into 
reassemb1ed telescope operat- an observatory at Lake Claire! 
ing by summer. which UCF expects to be com-
"When I went up and saw pleted by 1994. 
the telescope at UF it was a An anonymous former stu-
real mess, because it was in a dent of UCF who heard about 
garage for years," said Bob the telescope and the plans of 
Pickman,projectmanagerand building an observatory, do-
nated $i25,000 toward it. The 
state agreed to match the 
amount, enabling UCFto build 
it. 
A 30 foot, three stories high 
dome will house the telescope 
and offices. 
Astronomy classes will be 
taught at UCF, following the 
completion of the observatory. 
"There are no astronomy 
classes taught here now," said 
Barry Wick, contracts manager 
of the Institute of Simulation 
.and Training. "This gives stu-
dents interested an avenue to 
take a few astronomy classes." 
"Most universities as large 
as UCF have an Astronomy 
program," Wick said. 
Although a major ·in as-
tronomy will not yet be offered1 
the new astronomy classes will 
satisfy one of the two science 
requirements. 
Pickman said the telescope 
gives the university a chance 
to teach first rate astronomy, 
attract research grants and 
hold public observing pro-
grams. 
TUG OF WAR . 
Army ROTC members pulled for their team during · 
Rectoberfest which took place on Saturday. See 
sports for related story. (Mlchae1 o.Hoog1FuruRE) 
SPJ Forum clarifies issues 
~fore Super Tuesday 
Ann Mar1e Sikes on the United States ballot will 
staft'Re rte respond to audience member's 
po r - questions during the two hour fo-
Still undecided about who to rum. 
vote for in next monthss presiden- Self-educated politician and 
ti.al election? homemaker KimStewartwillrep-
Students,facultyandlocalresi- resent Ross Perot. Stewart saids 
dents will be offered yet another "I'm about as grass roots as you 
chance to hear from party repre- can get." 
sentatives Oct. 30. The forum will focus primarily 
The UCF Chapter of the Soci- on general party platforms, as op-
etyofProfessionalJoumalists will posed to the individual candidates. 
hostanopenquestion-and-answer Moderator BillCushing,anSPJ 
forum intended to address voter's member andeditorofThe Central 
last-minute unanswered ques- Florida Future, said, 'The impe-
ti.ons before next week's election. tusbehindthisistogivethevoting 
President of SPJ Savannah populationofUCFalastchanceto 
Millersaidstudentsmaynothave clarify any questions they might 
had ti.me to watch the previous have about the different candi-
debates. "I'hisisachanceforthem dates and where their campaigns 
to address the issues that are im- stand" 
port.ant to them right before the Theeventwillbeginat2p.min 
elections," she said. Room BA 107 of the College of 
Local representatives of the EngineeringandBusinessAdmin-
Republican,Democratic,Indepen- istration Building. 
dent and Libertarian candidates Itisfreeandopentothepuhlic. 
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I love my new home in TitatdteYs landing. For less dlan my 
parents and l Wen! paying for my noisy, aamped apanment, 
rve got a spacious place and mom and dad have a mol 
mmriorl home. Pim; widi aB rids peace and quiet, I 
am reallyanmrmteon my 
slJldie s. 
Thatcher's Landing is a When ifs time for fun and relaxation 
quiet neighborhood of low you can enjoy the pool at Thatcher's· Landing or 
maintenance 2 and 3 bedroom homes conveniently the 27-acre recreation facility of Waterford lakes 
located to UCF. which includes tennis and basketball courts, an 
Some of the homes' many features include secur- Olympic·sized pool, ball fields, jogging paths 
ity system pre-wire, refrigerator with icemaker, and lakes. 
vertical blinds, vaulted ceilings and oversized patios. 
*Sales price $66,490. Down payment $19,990. Moogageamoont $46,500. Based on a 30 year fixed Rate Mortgageat8 l/4%overlifeofloan Years-1-30 P&I $349.22. 
Plq>erty taxes, insurance & HOA dues est. at $190.00. Monthly payments-$539.22. 
.· 
Conveniently 
lorated to UCT 
on the corner 
of Alafaya and 
Lake Undedlill 
Follow the signs to 
Thatchers I.anding. 
,Ji}, ~ 
---------~eer---------
For more infonnation caD 
382-0400 
or come by for a personal tour and 
don't forget to bring mom and dad! 
1 Colonial Dr. 8 -
0 ........ 
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~ 0 • -~~ Thatcber's N - l!indin 
ID Willabd L 
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·BUSCH® MOUNTAIN MAN CONTEST 
I. 
~cer Thursday, Oct. 29th 
1st Place: $125. & Denim Jacket 
2nd Place: $75. & Satin Jacket 
3rd Place: $50. & Sport Shirt 
Catagories: *Appearance & Physique 
·*Survivability 
* Personality 
Register Today At All Pro Sports Pub . 
Al Contestants Wil a Promotional Package 
Got What It Takes To Be A Mountain Man? 
I . 
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Sylvan CenteJS o:lfer fast resulm for computer GRE 
by Jiii Quinzi retake the test for a year. Sylvan Leaming Center in Wmter Park said teachers 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE &lumtional Testing Servioo ofPrinooton, N.J., returns chose the Sylvan Centers because of the need for accurate 
the written results in two weeks. test results. 
The Graduate Record Exam can now be TheSylvanTestCenterstestat8:30am. It takes six weeks to receive the results for the 
taken on computers at 126 Sylvan Learning and 1 p.m. with a four-and-a-half hour time written test. One may choose not to see the results ifhe 
"We under-Centers around the country. limit. The computer keeps the test takers or she anticipates low scores. The testing service will 
Many Sylvan Leaming Centers have stand.the need fullyawareofhowmuchtimetheyhaveleft; notrecordthescoresifthetesttakerchoosesnottosee 
addedcomputerequipmentandnowinclude ~ f b ·n ,, it also allows them to go at their own pace, them. 
Sylvan Technology Centers. These renters or re IB I I :V . moving from eam section without having to · Sylvan Leaming Centers make the GRE available 
allow students t.ot.ake tests suclias the GRE wait for everyone else to finish. during any ttme of the year, as opposed to having. set 
on computers. • Mary Ann label Of the three Sylvan Learning Cent.ersin aates for th& test. I Registration for the GRE" must be 
The screens will show the scores for the SYLVAN Orlando, Wmter Park's center uses the com- done- at least' one 'Yeek in advance by filling out an 
GRE as soon as the student takes the t.est. puter test. Within the next two years,. how- application throagh the GRE office~ Sylvan Cenf.ers 
If students think they have done badly, -------- ever, more centers will use this way oft.est- charge $90 £0rthe-e0mputer test, whereas the written 
theycanindicateonthecomputerthattheydontwanttheir ing. testcosts$'45 .. Theextracostofthecomputertestcovers 
scores to count.They will not see the scores, and they Mary AnnZabe~ theexecutivedirectorandownerofthe the immediate results. 
Cyclists revive 
bicycle club 
AUTOGRAPH SEEKERS 
by Juan Martinez 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Pedal junkies now have a 
club on campus. 
Known as the Bike Club, it 
offers bicycle enthusiasts the 
opportunity to get together, 
talk shop, fund-raise and or-
ganize tria] rides.Anyone can 
join, said club founder Bill 
Drummond. 
"No fees of any sort are in-
volved, either," he said. "We 
want people to enjoy the sport." 
The Bike Club isn't the first 
cycling organization on cam-
pus. Years ago, the Pegasus 
Pedalers catered to the cycle 
fans of the university, 
members are enthusiastic 
about their club and what it is 
all about - namely bicycles. 
Sophomore Edgar 
Humphrey rides his bike to all 
of his classes. 
Humphrey said his father 
gave him the frame which he 
holds with sentimental value. 
Humphrey) father, an avid 
biker, brought it with him 
when he visited last spring, 
The frame brought back some 
happy memories of a home full 
of cycling fans. 
. . 
This organization, how-
evers dwindled dD;e to apathy 
from the officers and the mem-
bers. 
Today, Drummond said, 
Drummond said he wants 
to organize a few biking expe-
ditions. The expeditions will 
acquaint bikers with terrain 
foreign to Central Florida such 
as hills and mountains. Even-
tually, Drummond said, UCF 
may have its own ten-speed 
racing and/or mountain bike 
team, 
Three UCF basketball players recently visited Jackson Heights Middle School to 
show off their skills and sign autographs. Carl Wigger signed autographs for the 
young fans. (Mlchaa1 DeHoogrtFUTURE> 
Floridians confront Bush 
I 
Ann Marie Sikes 
STAFF REPORTER 
A diverse group of Florida voters 
experienced what may have been the 
opportunity of a lifetime Friday night. 
The participants were carefully cho-
sen to represent many backrounds and 
were said to be undecided voters. 
They confronted President George 
Bush with their personal and national 
concerns and asked Bush why he feels 
he deserves re-election. 
The participants in the electronic 
town meeting held Friday in Miami, 
included residents from Orlando, Mi-
ami, Jacksonville and Tampa. 
The audience asked Bush about 30 
questions - seven from Orlando resi-
dents-on education, child care, health 
care, abortion and other issues con-
cerning Floridians. 
Bush oft.en thanked participants for 
asking questions on issues they needed 
clarified. 
Bush made last-minute clarifica-
tions on his stands on issues like abor-
tion and lingering threats of commu-
nism, with 11 days left in the cam-
paign. 
UCF Young Democrat Trace Trylko 
wondered why Bush hasn't sought more 
18-24-year old voters. 
Trylko asked Bush why he has re-
jected broadcast opportunities like Gov. 
Clinton has seized to target younger 
voters. 
" ... That's not my style," Bush re-
sponded. 
Bush said he didn't know how to 
play the saxophone and shouldn't be 
judged by the television appearances 
he makes. 
He said he has always been comfort-
able doing forum-type television ap-
pearances and offers many valuable 
programs for younger voters. 
Bush consistently pushed the need 
for government to tighten its belt on 
spending. However, most concerns from 
Floridians tended to be for greater fund-
ing of various programs, as Bush him-
self pointed out Friday night. 
Bush's visit marked his second 
Florida visit this month. 
Having such a strong lock on Sun-
shine State votes in 1988, Bush did not 
find himself visiting Florida at all dur-
ing that campaign. 
Local Bush represent~tives deny 
Bush's recent visits indicate any fear of 
losing the Florida vote this time around. 
"He's not taking anything for 
granted," one Bush supporter said. 
The Florida News Network invited 
Bush, Gov. Clinton and Independent 
candidate Ross Perot several months 
ago to participate in similar town meet-
ings. 
Participants were both happy and 
disappointed with Bush's responses to 
various questions. But most stated 
their appreciation for his visiting once 
again. 
Clinton accepted the in vi ta ti on first, 
holding his Florida town meeting about 
a month ago. 
According to Linda Page, managing 
editor of Channel 9 News, Ross Perot 
has yet to respond to the invitation. 
News Bits 
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College partisan groups get nasty UCF plans workshops 
on culteral diversity 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
Shoving and shouting matches have 
broken out between Republican and 
Democratic supporters at recent politi-
cal rallies on college campuses. 
A September rally for Arkansas 
Gov. Bill Clinton, sponsored by the 
Young Democrats of Rhode Island, was 
interrupted by college supporters. 
Young Republicans jeered speakers and 
starUd a chant of ''Bush, Quayle, 92!", 
acoording to The Anchor newspapper at 
Rhode Island College. The Democrats coun-
tered with chantsof'George Must Go!" and 
''Four more months!" 
:'Bill Clinton is the wrong man, and 
no matter where these Clinton goons 
go, we will be there," said Kevin Fortes, 
a sophomore at Providence College. 
Some students reported being 
pushed and shoved by members o~b9th 
groups. 
'We have a right to speak ... they were 
just rude. I'm a girl, for God's .sake. 
They don't have to push me," said Jen-
nifer Smolek, a student at Roger Will• 
iams College and a Bush supporter. 
According to The State Hornet, Col-
lege Republicans also showed up at a 
San Jose, Calif., rally for Clinton.and 
beganexchanging comments with 
Democratic supporters as they 
walkedby and "Go back to Japan" as a 
group of Asian people walked by. 
Mark Goodwin, vice chairman of the 
College Republicans, said he had asked 
club members to protest politely and 
respectfully. 
"Some of them let me down,"he said. 
Goodwin said he was pelted by cans, 
bottles and other refuse as he was 
standing in a crowd holding a Bush/ 
Quayle sign. Goodwin also told police 
that lie was kicked, punched, scratched 
and poked in the eyes. 
College Republicans also followed 
Cinton and hjis running mate, U.S. 
Sen. Al Gore of Tennessee, as they 
made a number of stops through Florida 
in early October. 
Clinton spoke before a crowd esti-
mated at 20,000 at the Unife~sity of 
Florida in Gainesville. Professors let 
classes out to hear the candidates 
1 speak, and although most of the stu-
de.nts apparently supported Clinton 
and Gore,-there were some detractors. 
Some Bush supporters, standing on a 
ledge, chanted "Bush-Quayle," The 
Orlando Sentinel reported: 
"Jump, jump, jump," Clinton sup-
porters yelled back. 
. 
by Jiii Quinzi 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF will start workshops to in-
crease racial and cultural understand-
ing next mon·th, using $300,000 from 
a three-year grant. 
The Fund for Improvement of Post 
Secondary Education (FIPSE) 
awarded the money to UCF earlier 
this month. · 
Campus Teamwork, the ensuing 
project, is designed to educate UCF 
students and faculty on diversity, gen-
der and racial issues. 
Students and faculty will work with 
professional athletes on Campus 
Teamwork. 
Provost Richard Astro said the pro-
gram will deal with the stereotypes 
and problems. that divide people of 
different ra~es and cultures. 
"We want to make people under-
stand themselves more clearly so that 
. they can better understand others," 
Astro said. 
The Apti-Defamation League will 
conduct sensitivity workshops for 
Campus Teamwork in November. 
The workshops encourage athletes 
and coaches to think about their rela-
tionships with people from other eth-
nic groups. 
Workshop activities will include 
discussion groups, role-playing and 
videos. 
The Anti-Defamation League will 
visit" 15 universities involved in the 
project within the Southeastern re-
gion. 
The National Consortium for Aca-
demics and Sports planned three re-
gional offices a year ago to make the 
cultural programs accessible to dif-
ferent schools throughout the United 
States. 
The program's egional offices are 
located at UCF, DePaul University in 
Chicago, and the University in Ne-
vada in Reno. 
The main branch of the program is 
located in Boston at Northeastern 
University. 
. "Tw~ntysomethings": A generation of confusion 
. I . . 
b Sh Em · enough to know that boomers wield the spines of twentysomethings when a of Pennsylvania economics graduate. c~LLE=~RES:~RVICE power,particularlyinthebusinesw~rld, ·career 'is mention~d: The~r big~est On the. politic~} front, you~h who 
Each generation fervently strives to 
establish the sep~ration between young 
and old. In the 1950s. it was the Beats; 
the 1960s produced hippies. Now "Gen-
eration X" is groping for recognition in 
the 1990s. 
The twentysomething generation is 
comprised of 48 million Americans ages 
20 to 30. Shaped by their parents, who 
came of age in ;60s radicalism, this gen- · 
eration is an enigma, full of conflicting 
desires and needs. 
Twentysomethings shun materialism, 
yet they seek the conifQrt; that it brings; 
they are suspicious of the status quo, but 
unsure how to change it. They are media 
savvy, sophisticated, open to change and 
scornful of the excesses of the ~sos. Tom 
between the opposing .fQtces of making 
· money and doing philanthropic work, 
GenerationXrecoils to a simpler life and 
closer relationships to the land. 
Many in their 20s postpone growing 
up, leaving home and starting careers. 
Traveling to exotic locales or joining the 
Peace Corps seem more worthwhile. 
When a career move is made, job satis-
faction is at least as important as a 
paycheck, perhaps more ~· 
"Studentsfeelthingsaredifferentnow. 
They feel pressure to make a living," 
says sociologist Wini Breinest, who 
teaches a class on the 19608 at North-
eastern University in Massachusetts. 
'There's still that wishfulness and 
nostalgia about the '60s, when people 
had more time to act on social problems." 
Yet, twentysomethings share many 
of the same frustrations as youth in the 
'60s. In that decade, the Vietnam War 
Cl'.e$tedaco~turethatproclaimed 
cc>iitempt for mainstream society. Activ-
is~ ilew birth-control methods and later 
~s resulted in declining birth-
rates. 
As a result, twentysomethings have 
been overshadowed by the 72 million 
baby boomers born between 1946 and 
1964, a group whose sheer numbers have 
defined social institutions as they 
squeezed through them. 
The twentysomethings also are savvy 
and will contipue to do so for some time. dread:dead-end office JObs with cubicle matured m the 80s are looking for 
That means the average-college gradu- seating arrangements. handholds to pull themselves out of 
atetodayhasmuchlessmobilityinmov- 'We'renotwillingtogooutandgeta apathy. They realize the benefits of 
ing up the career ladder, a fact that straight put-on-the-tie-in-the-morning involement, but feel defeated by the 
many twentysomethings find depress- job. People are thinking a lot more enormity of social cancers-drugs, 
ing because they're not sure what op- about what they're getting out of their· AIDS, national debt, homelessness and 
portunities-if any-are out there for jobs and are not so willing to fall into a threats to the environment. 
thenm. pattern," Barr said. "People are cynical about politics, 
In 1991, author Douglas Coupland Forexample,24-year-oldDeniseHall for JrOOd reason. There was a certain 
published "Generation X" It was the describes her position· i.n a large· Boston kind ofidealism (in the '60s) they don't 
first novel to capture the irreverent financial company as "meaningless." have now . . They feel overwhelmed, 
angst of the twentysomething genera- : · "'I want to do something to. help Breinst of Northeastern says. 
tion faced with "McJobs," defined as people, not just make a corporation Many twentysomethings want pro-
"low paying, low status, low future." money," she said, echoing a gressive change that will shake up the · 
Now TY, newspapers and magazines twentysomething desire to weaken re- status quo, but many feel don't have as 
voice· th·e discontent of the· new li.ance on the qld ways and become much time, political power or focus as 
generation.Movies like "Singles". and successful entrepreneurs, . their '60s counterparts. 
TV shows such as "Melrose Place," · "They feel like that because they "I'm not out to ·save the 
"Going to Extremes,". "The Roun~ want·todosomething, tomakeadiffer.- world ... because there's too much to 
Table," and "The Heights" are examin- ence.Moneyisn~tthatimportant. That's. ·surmo~t," Robertson said. 
jng twentysomething attitudes about · ·n.ot .whatl'm ~er~ li(e," said Hall, a This year's unusual presidential 
marriage, careers, education and poli- graduate of Siena College in New York. . elec~ion is prompting increasing num-
tics. Many realize that colle~ degrees. hers of young people to sh,ed their po-
Two Harvard gradU;ates recently aren'tticketsintohigh-payingjobsand litical apathy. Rock The Vote has reg-
launched Blast, a slick· magazin·e tar- ·only a· master's or post-~aduate work istered 225,000 voters. Still, there is 
geted at the twentysomething crowd. ensures stability. Consequently, the an expectation of disappointment. 
Lukas Barr, 23, and Sean Gullette, 24, twentysomething g~neration is op.e of ' Jonathan Cohn, an assistant editor 
were literature and philosophy majors the ·be~t educated generations in his- of The American Prospect, a political 
who grew bored with their studies and tory, with59pereentof1~88highschool quarterly based in Cambridge, Mass., 
started publishing a student pop cul- graduates in college. · ·wrote a July 20, 1992 essay in 
ture magazine. . "My college degree did.p.retty much Newsweek in which he explained his 
· In the words of their own publica-· nothing for me,''. said Hall,. another generation'sgenerallackofinterestin 
tion, "Blast is the magazine of today's common sentiment among graduate.s. the political process. _ 
strange breed of youth: typically who are vainly beating the pavement Twentysomethings came ·or age in 
overeducated and unerestimated, for jobs. · · · the 1980s, under the Republican ad-
smart, postmodern ln consciousness, One result is that the umbilical cord ministrations of Ronald Reagan and 
laid-back and edgy. Ours is a new to the family is staying intact longer. George Bush, and did not have the 
sensibility, a fin-de-siecle cool-culture ''Most of my friends' parents are sup- influence of John Kennedy's call for 
renaissance from the ashes of the portingthemtosomeextentfinancially," publicserviceandFranklinRoosevelt's 
American Dream-and maybe a new said Paul Robert.son, 24, a graduate of New Deal programs, he noted. 
Dream for the 21st Century.<:! William and Mary College~ Virginia. ''Those of us in our 20s have never 
"The baby-boom generation came of High in Manhattan's 1't~e .of glass seen the federal government do some-
age in a really exciting time. They had towers, 25-year-olcl Lara Jakubowski thing so inspiring or productive. We've 
power. There were so many young works 80 to 90 hours· per "week at never seen it work at all," Cohn wrote. 
people they could have a amss move- Lehman Brothe~ as an investment Twentysomethings have one thing 
ment," Barr said. "In the '80s we had banker. She is a bright Ivy Leaguer in common with their '60s parents: a 
the epitome ofa Max Headroom presi- chosenforacompetitivetwo-yeartrain- similar restlessness about the st.ate of 
dency, Ronald Reagan. It's sort ofhard ingposition. She also is something of a the world coupled with a distrust of 
to take at face value. I think that ex- black sheep among the institutions, including popular media. 
plains why amedia-savvy approach twentysomething crowd. "A lot of suspicion toward main-
toward our generationtends to work." '1 certainly have friends who would stream culture is a health thing. That's 
The general discontent with busi- not be happy doing the same thing I've sort of the hallmark of Generation X," 
ness as usual sends shivers up the done," said Jakubowski, a University Barr said. 
., 
• 
,, 
• 
Orlando, Florida 
Everybody's Got A Wild Side. 
Trek. 
The Off-Road Warrior. 
Bri~ yow bike to tbe 
all l1)0b~le repair s~ivice. 
Every Wedl)esday , 10 - 2 pll), 
across froll) tbe Wild Pizza, acF cal'1)~S 
1 
~ 
Schedule · 
ORIENTATION . 
e Goal eating WEDNESDAY THURSDAY e "The choice ie youre" 0028 0029 e Get "Fired up" 11-12 3.4. 
NUTRITION 
~ Avoiding the four F'e WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 
e Counting fat grame NOV4 NOVS 
~ Making choicee eaeier 11-12 3.4 
EXERCISE 
e Start Slowly WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 
e FitorFat NOV18 NOV19 
e Exerciee Pretleriptione 11-12 J-4 
MILESTONE CHECK 
e Streoo management WEDNESDA't NO SESSION 
e. Relaxation techniquee NOV25 · ON e How'e it going7 11-11 THURSDAY 
SELF-ESTEEM, 
e Relationehip with food WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 
tf) Negative thoughtfl . DEC 1 DEC2 
e Rewarding youreelf 11-12 3-4 
HAPPY HOLIDAYS 
e "fired-up" again WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 
~ Queetione and Anewere DEC 8 DEC 9 
~ Holiday party 11-12 3.4 
Must attend Orientation to enroll in series. 
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The Central Florida Future 
SPJ fomm provides 
opportt1nity for ~t­
minute decisions 
E very presidential election is important, 1992 perhaps even more so, consider-
ing the current state of our nation. 
The upcoming presidential election, in all 
likelihood, will also mark the first time many 
UCF students will be eligible to vote and 
have a say in who leads the country for the 
next four years. 
Given the dire shape of the economy and 
the many other serious challenges that will 
face the next president, never has it been 
more critical that voters be informed on the 
issues and the position each candidate has 
taken on them. 
UCF students and the public in general will 
have a great opportunity to either make a final 
choice or solidify the choice they have.already 
made for president of the United States at the 
Society of Professional Journalists' question-
and-answer forum Friday afternoon. 
Unlike the presidential debates, the SPJ 
forum will allow representatives from all 
parties that have a candidate on the ballot in 
every state to speak and make their candi-
dates' positions known. 
Students will also have the opportunity to 
ask questions .on issues that apply to their 
own particular situation. 
It is an event that should npt be missed by 
any voter who is concerned. with the future of 
his or her country. 
In recognition of the importance of this 
. year's presidential election, The Central 
Florida Future will do something it has never 
done in its 25-year history: endorse a presi-
dential candidate. 
The endorsement will be printed in this 
Thursday's issue and will reflect a consensus 
of the editorial staff. 
Knights show·stuff? 
In other news, we would like to thank the· 
UCF football team for the professional con-
duct it displayed prior to the game against 
Western Kentucky Friday night. 
In case you missed it, there was some 
infantile taunting done by the Knights, which 
required the efforts of Coach McDowell to 
keep our "boys" from getting too far out of 
hand. This behavior showed the university 
and its students in a most. favorable light 
away from home, and· it was only increased 
tenfold by the fact that the Knights then 
proceeded to lose the game~ giving up 50 
points in the process. 
We can all be proud of our Knights and the 
enormous amount of money that goes to fund 
the football program at UCF, especially when 
they represent our university in such a ma-
ture, well-mannered fashion. 
News Editor 
Sports Editor 
Entertainment Editor 
Opinion Editor 
Copy Editor 
Photo Editor 
Art Director 
Production Manager 
Sandra Pedicini 
Jenny Duncanson 
Cliff VanZandt 
Francis J. Allman 
Lisa Tulibacki 
Michael OeHoog 
Rafael Cardozo 
Robert Offermann 
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• HITT CLARIFIES 
EARLIER COMMENTS 
A friend at another university 
taughtacourseentitled"PerilsofCom-
munication." We seem to be conduct-
ing a laboratory session for his oourse. 
A story in the Oct. 20 is.sue of the 
CentralFloridaFuturereportsthatat 
ameetinghostedbytheAfricanAmeri-
can Student Union I · was asked 
whether ~e position of director of 
minority student recruitment will be 
filled when cummt director Dr. Rob-
ert Belle leaves his post" The correct 
title of the position is "Director of 
Minority Student Services." Its du-
ties are to provide a wide range of 
academic support services for all 
minority students. · · 
The article went on to quote me 
as saying, "We are in the process of 
looking-for an African American 
interim to hold the position while 
we study the position and look for a 
new director to take over. ·This posi-
tion will not be eliminated." (Em-
phasis mine.) What I know I in-
tended to say, and what I strongly 
believe I did say, was "We are in the 
process of looking at an African-
American to hold the interim posi-
tion while we look for a new director 
to take over. This position will not 
be eliminated." 
My answer was an attempt to 
describe what I knew to be the 
facts: that Dr. Stuart Lilie had 
begun discussions with an Afri-
can-American staff member about 
the interim director's position. 
These discussions were begun af-
ter he conducted a review of a 
number of possible appointees, 
some of whom are ofHispanic heri-
Letters 
tage. My answer was deliberately and will recommend a future-ori-
imprecise: I did not.know the exact ented charge and structure for the 
status of the discussions and did program. Only then will we move 
notwanttoembarrassanyoneifan to' appoint a director, and that ap-
appointment was not forthcoming. pointment will result from an open, 
Ms. Janet Balanoff, director of fair search. 
UCF's Equal Opportunity andAf- . 
firmative Action Program, was 
present, knew these facts, and is 
certain that I said "We are look-
ing at an African-American ... " 
Given that she knew the facts and 
that what the Future quotes me 
as saying would be, at the least, 
·contrary to UCF and State Uni-
versity System policy, Ms. 
Balanoff would almost certainly 
have noted any such misstate-
ment on my part. ~ 
I trust that the foregoing sup-
plies the "perfectly logical expla-
nation" Ms.Jeannette Rivera was 
kind enough to allow as a possi-
bility in her critique of the re-
marks attributed to me by the 
Future. I have full confidence in 
Dr. Lilie's good faith in reviewing 
possible appointees for the interim . 
director's position without re-
stricting his choice to a member of 
any particular ethnic group. To 
do otherwise would be counter to 
U~iversity policies and the very 
principles upon which our admin-
istration rests. 
Indeed, we are determined to 
have the nature of the Minority 
Student Services Program care-
fully examined by a task force of 
the UniversitY Strategic Planning 
Committee. The task force will 
have representation from a num-
ber of groups on our campus, will 
examine models for offering ser-
vices to minority-group students, 
Dr. John Hitt 
University President 
• A HOMECOMING 
C .. A"B .. (UST?) 
It has recently come to my atten-
tion that CAB is doing it again. Any-
one rememberthe HomecomingCon-
cert last year with Jay Leno?What I· 
actually got to hear was pretty good. 
I understand the plight of those who 
requested (and never received) re-
funds. This year Dennis Miller is 
coming for the same. outrageous 
prices as last year. I must wonder if 
the samefiasci> with the sound equip-
ment is ready t.o reoecur this year. 
And what about the price??? Last 
year we were "more or less" prom-
ised a spring concert with the rev-
enues raised from the Leno concert. 
Gee, either Joe Nobody came in the 
spring or I must have slept through 
it. Just how is my activity fee being 
spent ifl have to pay these prices for 
a Homecoming Concert? Also, I am 
(thankfully) agraduati:Ilgseniorwho 
won't be here in the spring to reap 
the benefit of a concert rn be paying 
for now. They really got me cor-
nered. Miss my senior year home-
coming events? Never!!! Will I get 
anything in return for the money I 
must spend on the concert that is on 
top of an already paid activities fee? 
I just hope Dennis Miller is that 
good. I mean real good! 
Don Burnette 
Ma.na.gement 
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What is Madonna trying to prove with 'Sex'? 
Jon Sargent 
LOST IN SPACE 
T he immaterial girl is in the news again. Madonna's book, 
"Sex, "wentoutonbookst.ands 
Wednesday. Reports say it 
oont.ains"picturesofMadonna 
naked, in bondage and [in] 
lesbian kissing scenes and 
with men." To complement 
the book, she even "perl'onns 
oral sex on a puppet's arm." in 
her Erotica Video. 
Far be it from me to discuss morality or judge 
someone else's idea of fun. Since the far right have 
subjected the nation to more misrepresentations of 
morality that was thought humanly possible, the last 
, thing we need to do is follow in the same tradition. The 
content of the book is not what really repulses me. What 
is offensive is how Madonna pretends her controversy 
is justified.by a socially-concerned message. 
"I don't have the same hang-ups that other people 
do, and that's the poin.t rm trying to make with this 
,, lnLimbo 
book. I don't think sex is bad," she says. What kind of 
nitwit would thinks sex is bad for crying out loud?What 
is this woman talking about? 
Like that oral sex thing with a puppet, it seems 
Madonna represents the story book Pinocchio experi-
encing a phallic nose erection. Her blatant dishonesty 
by attempting to convince people that she has some-
thing meaningful to say about sexual "hang-ups" is 
ludicrous. The logic must be that if one lives in a 
sexually repressed society, then nude photographs 
must provide some prayer of relief. In the same context, 
her pursuit in the liberation of women is demonstrated 
by images of herself in bondage and even with a dog! 
To further complicate her assertions, Madonna wore 
a topless outfit to a fashion show AIDS benefit in Los 
Angeles. Her stated concern for AIDS doesn't seem to 
correlate with the behavior illustrated in her book. Yet 
Madonna is helping to solve American's "hang-ups" 
through honest communication between people, which 
involves only body language. Never has America seen 
such a sexual surrogate that simultaneously says one 
thing and does another. 
Madonna's problem is that she is unable to meet the 
demands ofkeeping her muBi:c fresh and interesting on it.s 
own. Soinsteadofereativelyexperimentingtobringgreater 
scope to her music, she uses a gimmick tO do it for her. 
Unfortunately,Madonnaexemplifiesagrowingtrend 
of dishonesty in the music industry. It seems that 11).81ly 
bandstodayfallinoothetrapofbeingunabJeto_drawonnew 
sources of material. So they-either break up or regurgitate 
issue-oriented music that they don't really even believe in. 
If its the latter, groups ride the gravy train by attending 
benefitconcertsdiscussingsafesexorthefirstamendment, 
but then make records that t.otally oontradict the respon-
sible message they onceasserun This causes their lyrics oo 
becomeagarbledandmangledmess,fortheyhavenothing 
substantial to say about such issues. 
Madonna and others like her use legitimate social 
concerns as an excuse to gain attention through contro-
versy. Creating controversy for the sake of controversy 
only shows that someone has run out of ideas. Contro-
versyisbeneficial only when it raises awareness through 
openness and a sincere exchange of one's beliefs. Ma-
donna couldn't be successful in such marketing tricks 
if there weren't fans to sustain such a climate of bull. 
Some people just don't care what an artist is doing as 
long as their expectations are fulfilled It's puzzling 
how anyone could appreciate or take seriously someone 
that is just that full of it. 
This saCrifice ofhonesty is what's Wl'ong with ipost 
niusic today, for it distorts and sacrifices principles for 
popularity and financial gain. Music merely becomes a 
"product" (where have we heard this before), in which 
its success is measured by how many records it sells. 
Tony Whitten 
l/EY/BU'DbY/ LITT &ET A. 
MOVE ·OAJ/ Yoc.t '1>UU-E.b >tE. 
OVEA. f-0~ SPEEbltJGjWOUL.bN'T 
-nlAT GIVE Yac.t THE 11.ICH1EJT 
H lNT I WAS f)J A HUR.RY? 
'Don't 1nak,e me look ignorant: I'D do that' 
Francis J. Allman · 
THINK ABOUT IT 
0 n Oct. 22 this publi-cationprintedacam-pus comm~t.ary by 
marketing major Joe 
ROOems. The column came 
into the Future office with 
the following admonition: 
"Please do not print this in 
the Future Unless you can 
print it in itc; entirety. My 
last editorial was para-
phrasedandl came outlook-
ing ignorant." -
As "Opinion" section editor, I decided to honor Mr. 
Rod.ems' request, not because his work does not warrant 
editorial attention; rather, I did it so that this time he will 
have no one but himseli'to blame for how he looks-and 
I take this opportunity to respond 
Mr. ROOems tells us that "We are witnessing a danger-
ous timeinhisroiy."Yousee,hesaysitis the "liberal" media 
.. thatis toblamefor alloftheoountry'sproblems. We needn't 
W9f!Y, though; Mr. Rodems has arrived to save us by 
providing "clatjfication." -
I suppose that as an editor for this paper I am one of 
the "liberal" media Mr. Rodems decries in his column. 
Well, let me tell you how liberal I am: I voted for Reagan 
twice and Bush once. 
Ia's see how he "clarifies" theenvironmentalissue. Mr. 
Rodems says that "we are not killing our planet." While 
admittingthat"'weshouldtrytobemoreefficientandkeep 
our planet clean ... ," Mr. Rod.ems goes on to say," ... if you 
believe the earth. .. is on the verge of doom then you simply 
have not seen all the facts." 
I am curious whichfact.s he refers to. Last time I checked, 
AmeriCa's rivers were largely undrinkable, its oceans had 
raw sewage being dumped into them, and its landfills were 
dangerously close to capacity. Globally, the rain forests are 
still being destroyed, Chernobyl still glows, and the ozone 
layer still has a hole so big you could drop a small moon 
through it. I don't know what Mr. Rodems considers "the 
verge of doom," but I, for one, think w~re pretty close to it. 
On the issue the American Indian, Mr. Rodems dis-
misses the systematic, government-sanctioned slaughter 
of a people and outright theft of their land as an "unfortu-
nate fact." llien, He says that we should stop '1llam[ing] 
ourselves over and ovet' for all of this, because everyone 
else does the same thing in one form or another. In fact, he 
"challenges [us] to name a country that has not been 
created in the same manner." So, if everyone else is doing 
it, it's OK, according to Mr. ROOems. His sense of altruism 
is simply overwhelming, isn't it? 
On the issue of unemployment, Mr. Rodems tells us that 
7 or 8 percent unemployment is to be expected in times like 
. these. when American indusby decides to update itself: 
Yet, he does not mention how many American jobs have 
been lost because big business has moved out of the 
country oo t.ake advantage of ridiculously low foreign 
wages,zeroenvironmentaloontrolsan~even U.S. govern-
ment tax incentives for going. Mr. Rodems then tries oo 
convince us that "service jobs ... pay more and will be more 
available ... than the ones the machines took." 
Service~ in this cowitry pay minimum wage or only 
slightly better. I defy Mr. Rodems to find me a factory job . 
(one of those replaced by a machine) that pays only $4.25 
an hour. If that was all these jobs paid, business would not 
be interested in moving them overseas. The work'foree is 
unemployed largely because business has forsaken the 
American worker. . 
Mr. Rodems asks "what the heck is wrong' with Presi-
dent Bush attacking Bill Clinmn for protesting the Viet-
nam war. Well,onethingcertainlynotwrongwithitisthat 
the president is simply taking advantage of his first 
amendment right to free speech. What is wrong with it is 
that the president denies Mr. Clinton equal access to first 
amendment rightc;. 
I suppose I should not be surprised at Mr. Rodems' 
attitude, oonsidering he refers to Clinton's actions (stand-
ingupfor somethinghe believesin)as"crap."Haveyouever 
seen amoreimpressiveoommandoftheEnglish language? 
Mr. Rodems has certainly dashed any suspicion that he 
was ignorant with tbat eloquent statement. 
Mr. Rodems then finishes his piece by taking another 
swipe at the "liberal" media, saying it is motivated only by 
profit. I cannot speak for all of the media, but as you well 
know, this publication is free. No one is getting rich here. 
Foracolumnwrittenbyamarketingmajor,Mr.Rodems' 
piece falls far short of showingthe conservative position in 
its best light. With individuals like Mr. Rod.ems speaking 
out for the conservative cause, the "liberal" media need not 
concern itseli' with making that cause look ignorant. 
Asforyou,Mr. Rodems, letmemakeasuggestion: spend 
a little more time with your face in the books and less time 
with your head in the sand 
The Central Florida Future 
GREEK CORNER 
I1KA 
GOOMBA Y was a smashing success 
as expected. Thanks to all the party 
goers and especially Scott Weidle who 
made it all happen: WOODSER is 
· coming ... remember last year ... a Pike in 
figure it out. This weekend: AM, 
KA, ZT A, IAE and nKA at the Pike 
house for a goulish Halloween social. 
Pike is itlll 
DELTA SIGMA Pl 
Today is our Give Kids the World silent 
auction. We're going to ha.ve fun and 
raise lots of $ for · Gt<TW Wednesday 
night at 7pm in the President's Board 
room, we haw a speaker. 
ATA 
THIS SATURDAY@THE DELT 
HOUSE THE ULTIMATE 
HALLOWEEN PARTY 
ALL ARE WELCOME 
PARTY STARTS AT 9PM 
neci-
Thanks to all who helped out with Lake 
X. Hey AXA, we're out to take it all, 
Bust and Homecoming! Count down tc 
Rock the Arrow-3weeksl 
ALPHA DELTA .Pl 
coming '92 Sigma Chi-Tri Delta is 
going to be Wild! Hurrah! Pledges. 
CLUB INFO 
SWAT 
Your UCF Wellness Center offers you 
the best club on campus along with 
programs to help you improw your life-
style, control your weight, drinking, 
smoking, etc. Pegathon coming soon. 
X5841. 
AA meeting Wednesdays noon-1 pm. 
Student Center Room 211 . 
ROOMMATES 
M/F to rent room in house 3bdrm 2ba 
4mi. from UCF rent only $217 + ·1;3 
utilities clean/quiet/nice. Available start-
ing Nov. 1 Call 407-679-0237 leave 
mssg for Jack. 
Wanted female to share 2BRl2BA apt 
amenities incl. pool,jacuzzi,wtroom, 
located at 436 & Al.oma. No pets, 
nonsmoker. $350 inclds. all. 672-2135 
Tracy. ' 
2 bedroom 2 1/2 bath, garage, W/D. 
Across from UCF $550. 647-4949. 
For rent fumished 2 bedroom apt $440 
a month. Walking distance to UCF. 
363-5636. 
For rent Union Park area 2B 28 duplac, 
washer/dryer, dshwasher, $400/mo. + 
security. Ph. 648-5136 Eve. 862-3188: 
2 BR 2 BA townhouse for rent walking 
distance to campus. Available Now. 
$450 David 249-2865. 
FOR SALE 
Pentax SF1-N 
35-70Af 3.5 
80-200 F4 $250 
Call 823-6397 
or 381-1785 Mike 
Diamond engagement ring .15 ct. $150 
Call Jeff 830-9106 for apt. at UCF. 
For Sale 
1992 Honda Elite-SR Scooter 
Paid $1912-Sell for $1500 080 
Only 200 miles-incl. spare parts-
. helmet and cover. 
Must .... Must selllll 
Call Adam at CVI 380-6000 X3092 
Leave message. 
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HELP WANTED 
Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool $1000 
In just one week! Plus $1000 for the 
member who calls! And a free 
headphone rado just for calling 
1-800-932-0528 ext 65 
KCO INC Typinw $1.50/ 678-6735 
Five years typing for UCF students. Call 
Nancy 740-5592. 
A-1 Stop Office (laser Printing) Special 
student rates/ rush jobs avail. Term 
papers & resumes. 678-8887. 
The Word Processors-Quality work at 
RPS needs pit package handers from reasonable rates. Call 366-0454 or 
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715. J 384-6071. 
Red Cross lifeguard certification at 
Oviedo's heated pool, three week ends 
in November. Starts Nov. 7, ends Nov. 
22. Includes CPR/First Aid. Jobs open 
after Christmas. Get ready now! Call 
Mark at Oviedo Rec. 366-7000 ext. 660. 
FLEXIBILITY 
Immediate openings pit flt available. 
Large co. expanding locally. Gain 
valuable business exp. for future! 
Serious inquires call n 4-7885. 
Campus representative needed by 
sportswear company to sell to 
fraternities and sororities. Average 
$50-$100 working one night per week . 
Call 1-800-242-8104. 
ACTORS NEEDED 
Legal seeretary available for home 
typing full time W.P. 5.1 at your 
convenier:ice. Marilyn 382-0405. 
TUTORS 
ACCOUNTINC TUTOR 
All levels: 
Beginning, intermediate, graduate 
CPA/former college instructor 
Very experienced 
Call Loretta at 256-1140. 
Chemietry tutor experienced graduate 
student CHM 2045 2046 Call 695-4410. 
AXA, AAn is so excited about Busti 
We are ready to win it all! We • our 
Bust buddies! Only days till AAn & 
Ict>E begin a winning tradition, Home-
coming 921 Happy Halloween. 
Female roomate wanted to share 212 
house. Fumished bedroom $250/mo. + 
1/2 utilities. Pool & rec. access. Call 
anytime 273-5840. 
1 Guitar-custom Hamer Sunburst, curly 
maple top, mahogany, kahler tremelo, 
hardcase, $550 080, Call 671-8955 
For UCF student film. Men and women 
ages 20-25. Must be able to film on 
weekends. Call 359-9615. 
COLLEGE ALGEBRA ., 
Grad. stud. will tutor in your home. Call 
Steve@> 658-8158. 
ALPHA KAPPA PSI 
AK'I' be ready·for Homecoming! Zari & 
Bill congrats. Brothers party was hip. 
Important dates: Sarah W. Nov4, ,,. 
Arboretum Nov8, Golf Toumey Nov16. 
Glad to be in AK'!' #1•. 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
ATn & .1r-Think Homecoming! 
Tuesday--V-Ball vs. SAE, 6:30pm. 
Wednesday--Football vs. SigEp, 
3:50pm & B--~I vs. JBA, 8:30pm. 
Remember Homecoming is not a 
spectator sport. Be there_~,. 
KAPPA DELTA 
Congratulations ~olly VjctoJia Dina & 
Tina-our Homecoming Queen " 
nominees. Thanks to the gentlemen of , 
Pi Kappa Alpha, SAE, and Sigma Chi-
. you'Ve made the right choice! A special 
·thank you• to all the frat guys who 
attended the pledge dessert social. 
· wa·termelon Bust is here and KA is 
ready. Lambda Chi-Kappa Oelta-
always #1. 
SIGMA CHI 
Brothers-we're pulling it together. 
Thanks KA pledges for dessert social. 
Tri-Delta pledges lers dance. Home- . 
M/F non-smoker to share duplex, 1 O 
min. from campus; own bath; W/D; 
$225/mo. split util; 679-9494. 
M N/S to share 2BRl2BA furnished 
Chancellors Row townhouse 1 mile from 
UCF, pool, W/D, $310/mo. + 1/2 
utilities, no pets. Call 384-4911. 
Seeking clean Rm/mate + friend, 18+ 
N/cig S to start short leaSEL,Of 280 apt. 
behind Pizza Hut across from 1UCF. Affd 
rent from $213-$250 ea.Imo. + Dep. 
$125-$198 ea. Call Leigh@658-n03. 
Leave message. · 
FOR RENT 
Free Apartment Finding Service 
· Apartment locator Specialist, Inc. 
657-8282 3300 University Sui~ 246 
*Sherw~ Forest* 
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate 
Occupancy, Call OMV Properties Inc. 
. 657-:t967 
212 apt 1 mile from UCF. Wash/dry, 
dishwasher, fans. $430. 365-7532. 
TV color$115, VCR $170: small TV (Bl 
W) $35, excel. cond. Call 381-3979. 
MUSTSELLI!! 
Double size waterbed 
with 6 drawers, heater~ and sheets. 
$85.00 or reasonable offer. 
Call Greg at 384-8743 ASAP. 
Queensize waterbed with mirrored 
headboard, heater $150. 260-6050. 
Cheap tickets-Delta Orlando to Boston 
non-stop $75ea. To~ 658-7703. 
AUTOS 
GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles from 
$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, 
Chevy, Surplus, Buyers Guide. 
1-805-962-8000 Ext. S-4628. 
Jeep CJ-5 1978 Runs strpng, 4x4, 4 
speed, 1987 V-8 350 horsepower, soft-
top and seat covers. $3300 neg. Call 
380-9605 ask for Chris. 
Looking for a top fratemity, sorority, or 
student organization that would like to 
make 500-1500 for a one week 
marketing project right on campus. Must 
be organized and hard working.. Call 
800-592-2121 X308. 
Wanted: High School wrestling 
coaches. HS wrestlin~ experience 
_ required college wrestling preferred. 
Must be able to get coaching 
endorsement. Paid & nonpaid available. 
Contact Mark at 365-6122. 
TYPISTS 
WP, EDITING:APA, Ml.A, etc. 366-0538 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
Studer11' documents and resumes. 
Same day service available. IBM/AT, 
' WordPerfect 5.0 
IBM letter quality/laser printing. 
Fast*Professional*Accurate 
OTHER 
Afraid to go against the grain due to 
social and political unacceptance. Well, 
don't be I will be there, too. Vote Perot 
and get the red tape out of the 
government. 
CLASSIFIED INFO 
*35 Characters Per Line 
*$0.75 per line: UCF Students, 
Staff, & Faculty *$1.50 per line 
Non-students & Businesses 
6 8oldface & Underline Double 
Line Rate *Prepayment Only 
Stop by The Central Florida 
Future Business Office (9am-4pm) 
or Mail Ad w/Prepayment to: 
The Central Florida Future, 
Attn: Michelle Raymond, Classifieds, 
P.O. Box 25000, 
Orlando, FL 32816 
.......................................................................... ,. 
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• . A pubJic service announcement from the Catrll Ji1orlda Fullre • 
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Now I knov1 
for sure that 
things could 
have been 
different. 
Completely 
different. If 
only.there 
would have 
been a 
warning 
label on that 
box of 
strawberry 
Quik. 
Wear a Condom 
A PSA of the CFF 
PBUY-ONE--------~ 
I 6" SUb at regular price FR EE • I 
I GET ONE Wilhthiscoupon I I 6" Sub of comparable value Alafaya store only I 
~~~::=·=~= @ii) flt IJ:\1jl~ 
olfels or speciall. Valid through 11-15-92 
--------------rsuv-5NE----:::~~ 
Footlong Sub at regular price g g ¢ I 
I GET ONE Withthiscoupon I I Footlong Sub of comp ... ble value Alafaya store only I 
~~m::u:=::-:: @Ill 11 IJ·\IM~ l. :_ cupeciall. Valid throu;ih 1 1-1 ~92 f ' ~--------------
· $ 5 99 Wtlh lhis coupon 
I Alafaya store only I One co~n per customer please. Not validjt 
for double ~a in conilination with other flj I J f 111 [; \' ~ 
era or speaall. Valid through 11-15-92 
--------------p---------------~ 
I . $1.00 OFF I 
I ANY FOOTLONG SUB I 
With this coupon I I Alafaya.store only 
One C0\4)0n per customer please. Not vaid ~ double~ er in cont>ination Mh other (l i I J f 11 I [•\'I 
era or speciall. Valid through 11-1 &-92 • 
--------------
t 
( 
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Hinshaw wins on and off fi.eld Rhodes stands out 
by Jason Lesko 
STAFF REPORTER 
At times Darin Hinshaw looks like an All-American, 
hitt.ingeveryreceiverhethrowswwith ease.Atothertimes 
he appears w be a confused bumbling rookie. 
'Through his inconsistencies this season, the Fighting 
Knights sophomore quartmback has impressed people 
with his composure. 
Butaperfectexampleofthisinconsistencycameagainst 
Nicholls Stat.e. Hinshaw was razor sharp at times, throw-
1 ing perfect sbikes of 44, 65 and 26-yards, each setting up 
wuchdowns for the Knights. Ori the other hand, Hinshaw 
threw three interceptions. 
'Tm learning as I go," Hinshaw said. "I know that I am 
going w have w learn more and that I will have w get 
better." 
For the season, Hinshaw has completed 68 of his 134 
1 pass attempts for 1,157 yards. He has thrown 11 t.ouch-
downs, but has also tossed 11 interooptions. 
Last season he shared the quarterbacking duties with 
11 Ron Johnson. Hinshaw passed for 1,049 yards while 
completeing 75 ofhis 146 attempts. He threw eight touch-
downs, but also threw seven interceptions. 
Hinshaw, whose father played quarterback at the Uni-
versity of Kansas, came to UCF after going 9-1 his senior 
year at Charlotte High School in Punta Gorda. -
UCFwas the only Division 1-AAprogram that recruited 
him. Other schools interested in him included West Vir-
ginia, Duke and Florida. Hinshaw was West Virginia 
bound when UCF offensive coorcfuiat.or· Mike Krw2ek 
visited him. 
"I fell in love with the place," Hinshaw said. "But the 
biggest reason for me coming here was Mike Krw2ek, who 
has a big influenoo on me." 
Hinshaw was not always intD football. As a dlild, 
Hinshaw devoted his time to tennis. He was the junior clay 
court open champion in Florida. Once Hinshaw reached 
high school he decided that football was what he wanred. 
~y parents pushed tennis, but deep down inside I 
wanted football," Hinshaw said "If you are going to play 
tennis you have to devote all your time to it, you can't play 
other sports." 
Hinshaw played as free safety on junior varsity. He 
movedtoquarterbackhisjunioryearwhereheledtheteam 
to a 17-4 record as a st.art.er m varsity. 
Hinshaw not only excelled on the field but also in the 
classroom. He graduated with a 3.85 GPA and started 
college as a sophomore because of the college credits he 
amassed in high school 
Hinshaw studies finanre and plans to attend graduate 
school while playing out his football eligibility. With foo~ 
ball and schoo~ Hinshaw has little time for anything else. 
"My life is so hectic, it seems I don't have time for 
anything," Hinshaw said. 
Hinshaw hopes to remain healthy and would like a shot 
at the NFL. 
"Darin is a good player who has a great future ahead.of 
him," said coach Gene McDowell. "He is very intelligent 
We run a complex offense and he has a good grasp of it." 
c 1992 The Olive Gorden Restaurants 
by Jason Lesko 
STAFF REPORTER 
UCF became pass happy Saturday totaling 526 
yards in the air and scoring 36 points, although that 
wasn't enough to outscore the West.em Kentucky 
Hilltoppers (2-4), who scored 50. 
The Fighting Knights offense gained 526 yards but 
were out-gained by the Hilltoppers who had 593 yards 
in total offense. . 
Hinshaw'sfavoritetargetforthepasttwoweekshas 
been player rf the week David Rhodes, who has caught 
10 passes for the second week in a row. Rhodes has 
stel)ped up while wide receiver Mike .Dickinson has 
been slowed down with a separated shoulder. 
Rhodes caught for 231 yards including a 63-yard 
strike from Hinshaw. He also caught passes of 22, 18 
and 17 yards. 
"With Daviddoingwellnow, they will be able to push 
each other when Mike comes back," wide receiver coach 
Robert Ector said "David works ~- but can get 
discouraged. Whenhisattitudeisrighthe will be a great 
receiver." 
Lest season Rhodes caught 22 passes for 382 yards, 
earning 17.4 yards-per-catch. 
UCFs wide receivers all got a workout with the 
quartetbaCks passing to seven different playe~ 
On defense the Knlghts were led by All-American 
candidate Rick Hamilton, who had 13 tackles, and 
Brian Crutcher, who had an interception and seven 
tackles. 
UCF 
Good HERE'S ACOURSEA 
THAT COMBINES· 
ITALIA·N AND 
ECONOMICS. 
UCFTeam 
Dentist 
Knight 
.Offer 
$25.00 Exam 
With X-Rays 
(4 Bitewing 0274) 
(Initial Exam 0110) 
With Valid Student l.D. · 
Expires 12/31 /92 
Comer of 50 and Alafaya 
2s2~21 .01 
• ~pllical aaduyadnpcncia iapomilic far paJlllCnl bM a rigbllo acfuc lo pay, ""'1CI pay111ent. orbc ~or 
..,... far 1111)' otla ICIYicc cumiaaliom, or bealmcftl wtiic• is pcdarmcd u a aaah rl and wilbia 72 hcmn rl ~lo 
Ilic~ r. •'- ICIYicc, cuinimlion ar bcUnclll. 
lPlBT ·ME N · T S 
s z 
One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom 
apartments in East Orlando. 
Call about our mov~-in specials 
FOR STIJDENTS ONLY 
(407) 365-8388 
• Wmdows in Every Kitchen •Sand Volleyball 
• Basketbali • Saeened Patio 
• 3 Swimming Pools 
•Tennis 
• Racquetball 
• Free Basic Cable Service 
•Washer/ Diyer Available 
•Shuttle Buses Available 
From University Boulevard, 
head north on Alafaya Trail 
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard. 
Tum right and we are just 
ahead on the left. 
• Alafaya Woods Blvd 
Urtivcrs' Blvd 
·All 
YOU · 
CAN 
·EAT -
· s~AGHETTi, 
GARDEN SALAD, 
& BREADSTICKS $5.25 
WEDNESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM 
. . 
Talk about a heavy course load. H you're a UCF student or staff 
member, just show 4s your ID and we'll give you all-you-can-eat 
spaghetti with tomato sauce. Plus unlimited fresh garden salad 
a\ld w.arm garlic breadsticks. . .~• . : 
tt'sa.ll 1ust$5.25. And you ~, · "'J-"'4-~· • 
don't have to be a math • · . I 
major to figure out that .. "-A 
that's a great deal. . aAllAN l<ESTAUHANT 
\t\!HERE At .t .THE BEST OF l1A1 Y Is Yol !RS.' 
· Available only at: 
Orlando, E. Colonial Dr., just east of Alafaya Trail, 381-8084. 
Lady Knights drop to 9-13 
by Jenni Malone 
CENTRAL 'FLORIDA FUTURE 
The agony of defeat has given 
the women's volleyball team 
another visit. After two home 
match victories~ the Lady 
Knights fell to Lamar Univer-
sity in the UCF gy1!1 on Friday. 
Junior Emily Bridson said 
the loss was a little disappoint-
ing because the team started 
the match so well Lamar held 
close in the first and made UCF 
score 17 points to win (a game 
goes to 15 but must be won by 
two points). The Lady Knights 
won by eight in the second game 
and only lost by two in the third. 
But they could not come back in 
the final two games. 
"We won the first two and 
then we let them into the game," 
Bridsonsaid "Itwasjustagame 
:we could h'ave won." 
·. Bridson thought the team 
was starting to play together 
more which will be the key to 
securing more victories. 
The women will have a week 
off before they f~ce the Lady 
Dolphins of Jacksonville Uni-
versity on Nov. 4. This time off 
willreallygivetheteamachance 
to work on their defense. 
"The next four days of prac-
tice will be devoted to fixing our 
weaknesses," Bridson said. 
The UCF women's volleyball 
team, whose record is now 9-13, 
is ranked fourth in the Trans 
America Athletic Conference. 
Individual conference standings 
include Miriam Metzcus, who is 
fourth in aces and eighth in at-
tack, Bridson, who is fourth in 
attack and eighth in blocks and 
Emily Queissar, who is third in 
setting. 
Bring Friends ... 
Roommates... , 
and Money!!! 
OUTLET· 
Belz Factory 
Outlet World 
Mall 2 
363-4670 
10% student discount on rogular ·merchandise with UCF ID 
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UCF's Greatest Day of Play 
. . 
provides weekend excitement 
by Scott Glnchereau 
CE_NTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
SeveralhundredUCFstudents 
spent Saturday in some less than 
mundane ways as they partici-
pated in RecTober Fest 1992. 
Fromsplashinginaninnertobe 
oo keeping balance during an old-
fashioned three-legged race, 
RecTober Fest certainly lived up 
to its nickname as "UCFs Great-
est Day of Play." 
Recreational Services' biggest 
one day event began early as 
weary-eyed students gathered for 
an 8:30 am kickoftbreakfast For 
many, this early morning start 
was the only drawback to this 
tournament 'Too early, way too 
early," Greg Law said 
Doughnuts had not yet been 
digested when competition began. 
First up on the schedule of events 
was four dual events. These dual 
challenges featured ens male and 
one female from each team squar~ 
ing off in events ranging from the 
Kadima rally to the regatta. 
The regatta, in which students 
had to use lung power to push a 
miniature sailboat through a 
course, provided laughs and for 
some a shortage ofbreath. "Blowe 
ingthe boat for so long makes you 
dizzy," Janet Cunningham said 
Another student proclaimed, 
'The blowing was like breathing 
while giving birth." . 
Rounding out the dual events 
and the first half of the fourth 
annual RecTober Fest was the 
slow mke race. 
The obstacle in the slow bike 
race was easy t.o understand, but 
hard to execute. Each participant 
had to ride bicycles towards each 
otherattheslowestpossiblespeed 
while still maintaining balan~ 
and staying within deSignated 
lanes. "It was a challenge to keep 
your balance and not let the bike 
stop," Michelle Mae said 
Adrenaline and momentum 
intensified when the team events 
began. These activities consisted 
of challenges such as volleyball, 
tug-of-war and the pajama tube 
relay. 
Gritanddet.enirination became 
the motto for many as the day 
rolledalong. Events such as melon 
ball, basically volleyball on a ten-
niscourt,providednotonlystrange 
glancesfromthecompetingteams, 
but from WCPX cameras as well. 
RecTober Fest was featured on 
the "Florida Sports TodaY' seg-
Three ea~4 va4~ to pa4: 
1 ca~n 
2. u~ 4our meal ~ard 
($:!>.eo ~a~n e~ulVJ 
mentofChannelS'seveningsports 
cast, showing thousands the 
wacky, splashy behaviorofUCFs 
students. 
'11lehighlightcithet.eamevent.s 
was thepajamatubereJa.v. In this 
event,fourmalesandfQurfem 
waifed on either aichOf fhe cmn. 
cmzirnwnina-1 'fhefirst J>1:18•n'F~.t-rr. • ~ 
sonbadtoputon~and 
sweatshirt and then paddle an 
inner tube to the oppomte side of 
the pool Once there, the corre-
sponding teammate , would un-
dress them and the same pattern 
would start all over again. 
The Sigma Chi and Tri Delta 
teamplayedconsistentlythrough-
out the events and cruised to vic-
tory 
Best of all, there were no losers 
at RecTober Fest as over 30 Cen-
tral Florida businesses provided 
prizes for every team. 
The RecTober Fest activities 
were best summed up by one stu- ~ 
dent as, "a great release from the 
stress of schooi" 
r 
~. Flex-Dollar~ 
~~wm.ll?M~CZ2DL~~7L7lfl~~ li&~~IAI~ 
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR A 
FREE 3lOZ. SODA WITH 
ANY PIZZA DELIVERY 
Hours: M-TH 11-10; FR 11-3; SUN 6-10. Located in the Student Activites Center 
,, 
• 
• 
1' 
' 
• 
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Tampa shocks opponents, fans · Magic working out the 
kinks during p1e season By Glenn Carrasquillo STAFF REPORTER oontinued to be the surprise of the National Hockey League. 
TheLlghtninghave posteda4-
4-1 re~rd through Saturday 
night's3-2victozyovertheQuebec 
Nordiques. Tampa battled baek 
from a 2-0 deficit t.o win the game. 
Goalie Wendell Young made 20 
saves. The Lightning are 3-1 at 
home in the Expo Hall including a 
7-2 win overthe Edmont.on Oilers 
lastTuesday. "Wearenotgoingto 
roll over for anyone," Young said 
"When theycomehere[totheExpo 
HalI] they are going to know they 
are in for a struggle." 
Coach Teny Crisp is happy 
with the team's playing this far 
and joked about what happens to 
teams when they oome t.o play 
hockeyin Florida. "We send them 
to the beaches and then over to 
Hooters and by the time they play 
us their mind isn't on hoekey." 
The Lightning exploded with 
seven goals and gave up only two 
when they defeated the Oilers. In 
that game the Lightning showed 
they oould skate with one of the 
fast.est teams in the NHL. 
''lt has been a little surprising 
that we have won as many games 
as we have," said Tampa cent.er 
Rob DiMaio. "I just hope we can 
keep :\t going." 
The Lightning are one of two 
expansion teams this season in 
the NHL. The other is the Ottawa 
Senators. 
"Expansion cities are usually 
thewhippingpost.sforothert.eams 
intheNHL,"DiMaiosaid "Ithasn't 
been that way so far." 
The Lightning are currently in 
fourth place in theNonis Division 
. 
by Trace Trylko 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
theoourt. 
"W"rth Shaquille in the post, 
it really opens up the offense," 
TheOrlandoMagic'sbusyoff- Catledge said "We're beginning 
season, featuring the drafting of to play well from start t.o finish." 
star center Shaquille O'Neal, is ManyfutheMagiccamphope 
beginningtOpaydividends. But, Saturday's victozy is a turning 
O'Neal .and a new attitude will point. Injuries to forward Den-
not be the only elements neces- nisScottandguardNickAnder-
sary to catapult the Magic to a sonarehealingandbothofthese 
winning reoord and a hopeful players are expected to be ready 
playoffberthduringthe1992-93 for the Nov. 6 season opener 
NationalBaskethallAssociation versus Miami. 
season. "fve been playing ronsist.ent 
HeadroachMattGuokasand now for a month. It's ooming 
severalMagicplayerssharedthis back each day," Scott said 
consensus after Saturday's 131- Scott, whomissedmostoflast 
10'2Magicexhibition vict.o:ryover season withaknee injury, soored 
the Charlotte Hornets at the 19pointsbyhittingsixof10shots 
Orlando Arena. from the field He also sank all 
"We're rontinuingto work on five ofhis free throw attempts. 
being a tet-m," Guokas said The Magic have looked less 
"Right now, fm more concerned than spectacu1arwitha2-3exhi-
with us developing that" bition st.art. Orlando's goals in 
While the spotlight has been the final three exhibition games 
focused on O'Neal, quiet team areclear:continuetogiveO'Neal 
leadership has been demon- valuable playing experience, 
stratedbyveteranforwardTerry work on free throw shooting and 
Catledge. Saturday night, rebounding, improve team play 
Catledge led the Magic by play- and hope Scott and Anderson 
ing 31 minutes, in addition to overcome their injuries. 
contributing 21 points. -- The Magic will continue to 
"You've got to be ready to testtheseareastonightathome 
pushyourteammatestoanother versus the Atlanta Hawks. Tip-
level," Catledge said offisscheduledfor7 :30p.m. The 
Tampa Bay continues to dominate opponents and of the Cambell oonference behind 
Catledge'sexperienceisprov- Magic will travel to Atlanta to-
ingto be an asset for the Magic. morrow and. will oo~clude. the 
Even though O'Nealledtheteam preseason with a Friday night 
with 22 points against the Hor- clash with the Minnesota 
nets, he is not the only player on Timberwolves. 
surprise fans with their record of 4-4-1. <DeHoogJFUTURE> Minnesota, Toronto and Detroit. 
RUGBY 
FROM PAGE 12 
sends the team to the Southeast 
Regional Championship in Mo-
bile, Alabama on Nov. 21. The 
Knights play two more clubs be-
fore regionals, starting with Iron 
Horse Men's Club this Saturday 
at home and the Seoond Annual , 
Alumni Grune. 
In between those games, the 
teamisronrentratingonthecham-
pionships. 
"We're playing in champion-
shipfonnagainstaDivisionlmen's 
team," Russell said. 'That's what 
we'll be working for in the next 
four weeks." 
Rumor has 
it rugby 
players' eat 
their dead. If 
this is the 
case I'm 
setting up a 
dental floss 
booth at the 
next game. 
Don't drink 
and drive. 
A PSA of the CFF 
There were hundreds of them. As far . as the 
eye could see. Tables and tables of families 
eating. They only spoke among themselves. 
Then a man in a lime green suit approached a 
podium that was suspended from the ceiling of 
the steel superstructure. He began to speak in 
some foreign tongue. Then I understood every-
thing. He said "I'm glad you all ... " Sudd'enly, · 
all I could hear was this generic low humming 
. . 
sound which reminded me of those green 
electrical boxes that I wasn 1 t allowed to play 
on as a kid. I even began to feel the heat those 
boxes used to give off. Then I realized. Yeah, 
I realized. 
Wear a Seatbelt. 
It can save your life. 
A PSA of the CFF 
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Fighting Knights .suffer big loss in Kentucky 
Playoff hopes dim as team loses 50-36 in Bowling Green 
down run, knotting the game 
at 7. 
In the second quarter, the 
By Glenn carrasqulllo 
STAFF REPORTER 
The UCF Knights encoun- Hilltoppers drove 65 yards 
tered rough terrain on their capped off by a 27-yard field 
road to the playoffs when they goal, going ahead 10-7. 
were defeated by the Western The Knights answered on 
Kentucky Hilltoppers 50-36 in their next possession when 
BowlingGreenSaturdaynight. Hinshaw hooked 'up with 
The Knights (4-2) are likely Rhodes for 63 yards, giving 
to drop from the NCAA Divi- _ UCF the ball at WKU's 10-
sion I-AA football yard line. Two plays later 
rankingsafter losing to the Hinshaw found Cooper in the 
Hilltoppers who are only 2-4. end zone for his second TD. 
The Knights entered the con- WKU bounced back with a 
test ranked 19th 26-yard field goal 
in the nation and that capped a 70-
eyeing a playoff "You have to yarddrivethatleft 
berth. UCF up 14-13 at 
UCF opened give WKU the half. 
the game with an credit" T h e 
impressive 85- Hilltoppers took 
yarddrivecapped over momentum 
off by . Darin • Darin Hinshaw in the second half 
Hin shaw's 26 .: UCF QUARTERBACK and outscored the 
yardscoringpass Knights 37-22 in-
to Bret Cooper. eluding 17 unan-
Cooper caught three touch- sweredpointsin thethirdquar-
down passes during the game. ter. 
The drive included passes of "They [WKU] took over the 
22 and 18 yards to David momentum · after they recov-
Rhodes. Rhodes lead all receiv- ered a fumbled kickoff and 
ers with 10 catches for 231 later ran a 73-yard touchdown 
yards. run [in the third quarter]," 
With 3:36 left in the first head coach Gene McDowell 
quarter the Hilltoppers put said. "We thought we were go-
together an 84-yard drive ingtobeO.K.afterthatbutwe 
capped off by a 3-yard touch- couldn't stop their offense." 
The Hilltoppers were lead 
by senior quarterback Eddie 
Thompson who ran the option 
attack to perfection against the 
Knights. Thompson rushed 16 
times for 205 yards, including 
touchdown runs of 34 and 26 
yards. He also completed seven 
of 20 passes for 132 yards. 
The Knights lost four 
fumbles and were intercepted 
once in the second half. WKU's 
50 points are the most scored 
by the team in their 7 4 seasons 
of college football. 
"We didn't get any breaks at 
all in the second half," Hinshaw 
said. "You have to give WKU 
credit for working hard and 
playing a great game." 
McDowell called the game a 
fabulous victory for the 
Hilltoppers who are in jeop-
ardy of losing their football 
program because of money dif~ 
ficulties. 
"I'm not .going to get down 
on our players because we have 
good people [who will bounce 
back from a loss like this]," 
McDowell said. "They played a 
great game." 
-
David Rhodes had an impressive evening against 
Western Kentucky despite the loss. <O.Hoog/FUTuRE> 
Men's ·soccer continues winning streak, 6-4-1 
by Andrew Varnon 
STAFF REPORTER 
Maybe at the end of the year, UCF will be able to 
look back at its game against Stetson University and 
see it as the turning point of the season. 
UCF defeated Stetson on Oct. 7, going into the 
game with a record of 1-4-1. Following the Stetson 
victory, UCF has beaten Miami of Ohio and then 
Jacksonville University, evening up its record at 4-
4-L 
Then, in a two game series at Stetson University 
on Friday and Saturday, the Knights showed off in 
front of over 100 people by rolling over Xavier Uni~ 
versity and Dayton College and improved the season 
record to 6-4-1. 
UCF defeated Jacksonville in an away game Oct. 
21, in overtime by a score of 2-1. Rod Bitter ling According to the rules, if a player takes a shot on 
scored UCF's regulation goal in the second half, · goal that is deflected by an opposing player, but still 
unassisted. Jacksonville evened up the score with a scores, that player is awarded the goal. Two people 
goal later in the second half, sending the game into were in on the assist: Doug Ferrario and Todd Drum. 
overtime. . The first half against Xavier left the Knights in a 
The first overtime period ended with still no familiar position, a 1-1 tie, but UCF decided it 
winner. wanted nothing to do with more overtime play. 
It took the Knights 112 minutes of playing time to The Knights found the net four times in the 
defeat the Dolphins. UCF scored with eight minutes second half to claim victory, 5-1. Ferrario added one 
left in the second 15-minute overtime period to win goal and one assist to hio growing record. 
the game. The Knights only came up with one goal against 
The scorekeeper scored the goal as an own goalj Dayton, courtesy of John Lannon, but it was all they 
not scoring it to any UCF player, because the ball needed to take the win. 
went in off a Jacksonville player. UCF will continue its season at home against 
The play was off a UCF corner kick and a shot University of South Florida today at 3 p.m. Then, 
taken by Paul Kelly deflected off of a Jacksonville UCF will go to USF to play Vermont on Friday and , 
player into the goal. . Virginia Tech on Saturday. 
~hts Rugby topples Tampa, 
shows off championship form 
by Jenny Duncanson 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Forty minutes is a long time and any-
thing can happen. In one 40-minute half a 
team can outscore another 22-0. An din the 
second 40minute half, the UCFrugbyteam 
can come back to score four trys and defeat 
the Tampa Men's Club, 26-22, which they 
did at home on Saturday. 
The TampaMen'sclub opened the game 
with a try in the first 10 minutes and took 
a 5-0 lead They scored three more trys in 
the first half and only allowed UCF one 
attempt to put points on the board, but the 
penalty kick was missed. 
John Linehan opened up the scoring 
drive with a try and Robb Gingell was good 
forthepointafter.N ewcomer Brian Russell 
scored his first try of the season t.o aid the 
comeback. 
"It was so sweet," Russell said, who 
played A-side for the first ti.me this season. 
'We blockedtheballoffthekickandl picked 
it up and ran it in. It's just intense." 
Jason Williams and Andrew Rendell 
each scored one try and Gingell split the 
uprights on the conversions t.o giv.eJ]C~e 
four-point victory. 
Tampa kept the Knights frustrated and scoreless in the first half 
of the game Saturday. But UCF came back to win. <O.Hoog/FUTUAE> 
The second half seemed like an entirely 
different game as UCF srored all the points 
while Tampa scored none. 
Games against men's clubs do not count 
t.owards UCFs record, but the games are 
used for experience. UCFclinched the state 
title in West Palm Beach on Oct.17, which 
RUGBY continued page 11 
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Hopes, dreams and reality: 
A mother's fight for life 
At a time when most pregnant. women anxiously antici-
pate the birth to their children, one former UCF student was 
shocked, and surprised by what her doctor told her two 
weeks before her expected delivery date. 
It was on a routine visitto the doctor that J .D. <Jane Doe, 
to respect the privacy of the former student> was told that 
she needed to have blood drawn for testing, a standard 
procedure performed prior to admittance at this hospital. 
She had no reason to believe that the results would reveal 
anything out of the ordinary. 
Whenshewentbacktothehospitalafe\.vdayslater,shewas 
taken into a bio-hazard room, sat 00..Vn ard infooned that she 
had AIDS, not that she had tested positive for HIV, but that she 
had AIDS, by a nurse wearing gloves and a sirgical mask The 
nurse then acX:ied, "At least you're not dead yet." 
Overwhelmed by what she was just told, she tried to 
understand the diagnosis. 
First, she was not told that testing for AIDS was part of 
the procedure. 
Second, she had never considered herself to be in a high 
risk category, she had never injected drugs nor had she had 
a blood transfusion, and she was in a monogamous relation-
ship. The obvious source of transmission was sex, since she 
had never received drugs or blood intravenously. 
Prior to marriage, JD. had sexua~ relations with two men. 
She contacted the two men, told them of her.condition and 
asked them to be tested. The results- both negative. This 
left only one person from whom she could have contracted 
the virus: her husband. JD. waited until her husband came 
home from an out-of-town business trip to tell him. 
Upon his return home, they both went to the doctor's 
office. She decided to get retested to rule out the possibility 
of a false positive result Can inaccurate reading of the test>. 
Again her t~st came back positive. SC? did her husband's. 
When asked what her feelings were towards her hus-
band atthis time, J.D. asserted, "Hedidn'taskforit, either." 
She believes that if he had known that he ·was carrying the 
virus, her husband would not have subjected her to it. 
The important issue now became the unborn baby. 
At thirty-eight weeks into the pregnancy. an abortion was 
not an option. JD. says that even if she had tested positive 
ear1ier in the term, she would not have chosen to terminate 
the fetus. JD. has always had a high regard for human life. 
Medically, two concerns arose. 
The doctors debated over which mode of delivery to 
use,. vaginal delivery posed a potential threat. The blood 
during a vaginal delivery could possibly expose the attending 
doctors and nurses to the virus. The other option and the 
seemingly safest technique would be a cesarean section. 
The other concern was for the baby. What possibilities 
existed for a healthy child to be born to a mother and a father 
with the virus? Would the child also have the virus? 
At the time of birth, the doctors decided to delivery 
vaginally, and a blond haired, blue eyed child was born, 
without incident. First issue resolved. 
AIDS continued page F4 
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6Y ou must be a Prince before u're a King' 
. ..#" , 
The newest release from Prince is helping to cement his position as the 
top pop songwriter today (courtesy/warner bros.) 
album's lead track, "You must become a Prince 
_ before u're a King anYtNC!f ... " 
• david shoul:>erg 
staff writer 
A cult following, 1No Doubt' 
Successfully mixing ska, funk and dance with a Just how did No Doubt's sound materialize? 
touch of hard rock and jazz requires quite a bit of "There's so many diverse members of the band, 
musical alchemy. No Doubt proved Oct. 19 it could do With different backgrounds. I think that's what made the 
· a pretty good job. sound. Tom [guitarist. Tom Durmount1 and Adrain 
No Doubt. who performed at Beacham' s Jazz and [drummer . .A.drain Young] were into the metal scene; 
Blues Oub. is an emergihg band from the Southern they liked a lot of hard core stuff ... I was into Madness 
California ska music scene. and Devo and stuff. I guess it's the different members, 
Ska, a quick stepping, lively sound. was first in- becauseeveryonecontributes," keyboardistEricStefani 
vented in the 1960s in Jamaica. It was later revived by said in an interview before the show. 
British bands in the late 1970s. Lyrically, No Doubt is pretty creative. Songs like 
In their concert. No Doubt performed many "Ache." is about a band member getting his wisdom 
songs from their first CD, No Doubt. released last teeth pulled, and "Paulina," about doing naughtythings 
April on lnterscope records. They also played a few in the bathroom (or, as bassist Tony Kenai puts it, 
new songs which will be on their next CD. due out "wacking"), are fairly amusing. 
sometime next year. NoDoubt'smoreserioussongs. like "Trapped in A 
One thing No Doubt was not lacking in was ·Box." - about peopte who watch too much TV, and 
energy. Lead singer Gwen Stefani ran and jumped "'Sinking," - about . alcoholism. are insightful and 
around just about every inch of the very limited Without cliches. 
stagespaceoftheBeacham. Stefani, who one Los .·_, No Doubt's cofl(nercial success remains to be 
Angeles critic said could be tak~n for "a sweet and '-.Seen. The 70 or so people at the Beacham seemed to 
innocent younger cousin of Madonna," was deft- ~. i 1~res~: many~~ No Doubt T-shirts o.·hats. 
nitely the center of the show. ,~will No Doubt ENer attain mass appeal? 
Clockwise from top: Tom Dumont, Eric Stefani, Adran 
Young, Gwen Stefani and Tony Kanai ccourtesy11nterscope) 
With their ska-ftn1k--dance-rock mix, No Doub_t -# "Wecbn'twanttobehugeonthisalbumandgone 
definitelyhas_asoundoftheirown. Prolonged listening < · year. We'd ra~have a small cult following and 
to them though, largely due to their two man horn /:: ·· : back next year," ~g explained. 
section and keylx>ards, had the effect of making all ~1 ·· ·.. • dave bauer 
their songs seem like one long song. --~ '~ ·;' central florida future 
Miami based band gives sedate perfonnaJK:e at the Station 
After giving a cursory listen to 
Young Turk's N.E. 2nd Ave, I 
headed out to see the band, live. I 
arrived late to the Station -just in 
time to hear the final notes of 
Seattle exports Love on Ice. drift 
into oblivion. 
The Turks took the stage and 
played four songs in a row before 
any interaction with the crowd. At 
this point vocalist Rhett O'Neil said, 
"I guess now I'm supposed to tell 
you some bullshit. but I don't really 
know any." 
This no-frills approach exempli-
fies the Miami-based band's music 
as well. The music blends Rolling 
Stones-style rock with elements of 
Caribbean rhythms. 
The band's performance was se-
date. with the exception of O'Neil's 
manic stage persona. He strutted 
around the stage clad in bell-bot-
toms and opened shirt, borrowing 
moves from Mick Jagger. However, 
he did deliver emotional renderings 
of songs from the band's album. 
"For No One In Particular" and . 
"What About You " were highlights 
of the band's mid-tempo songs. 
"Wine" and "The Saddest Song " 
got my foot tapping faster. 
The band is generally better rep~ 
resented on disc. Young Turk's per-
formance a little stiff, and O'Neil's 
vocals lost clarity during his outpour-
ings of emotion. The band is still 
young as a touring act. and no doubt, 
their live delivery will improve with 
time. So maybe next time Young 
Turk will demand to be seen and 
heard. 
o steve turner 
central florida future 
Young Turk the Miami based rock group brings their lastest sounds to the 
Station in Fern P.ark (courtesvtvirgin records) 
') 
., 
1 Adults' a 20th century religious metaphOr · 
Take the John Belushi-Dan Akroyd film "Neigh-
bors" and cross it with Brian dePalma' s "Body 
Double." and you get some idea of the result in 
"Consenting Adults." 
Starring Kevin Kline and Elizabeth Mastrantonio 
as Richard and Priscilla Parker in this new release 
from Hollywood Picture. the story throws in bits of 
the Faustus theme when new neighbors move 
into the suburban Atlanta neighborhood where 
the Parkers live. Although secure in his job as a 
composer of advertising background music. it 
isn't long before Richard starts seeing a lot in the 
life of Eddy Otis <Kevin Spacey) that he covets -
not the least of which is his wife Kay. played by 
Rebecca Miller. 
Otis portrays himself as a "financial adviser" 
who got out of insurance _to make money faster. 
"Money is the oil of life." he tells the Parkers 
over dinner one night. It is. he says, what keeps 
our lives moving and, without it. people shrivel and 
die. He intends to help the Parkers get their share 
of the pie but there is something just a bit too 
friendly. a bit too helpful about him. 
ting bogged down in a mess of 
bloodletting special effects. 
One of the more effective as-
pects of the film is the way in 
which director Alan J. Pakula 
uses lighting and environmentto 
portray Eddy as a metaphor for 
the Devil. 
When first showing the house, 
it is hard to get away from the 
ostentatious display of wealth 
the Otis couple are guilty of with 
their choice of deep. rich ma-
hogany paneling all around. But 
when the evening comes. the 
walls turn a thick red which re-
minds one of the fires of hell. 
When Eddy and Kay erect a 
Christmas tree on their lawn and 
stage a massive caroling ses-
sion. it's difficult to miss the sa-
tanic overtones of Eddy's bright 
red Santa costume. 
Reality starts to unravel, however, after Eddy 
stages a car accident, collects an insurance settle-
ment and hands the lion· s share over to the 
Parkers. Richard knows something is wrong but 
he can't quite put a finger on it. partly because of 
his yearning for the temptations that Eddy puts 
before him a~d partly out of his passion for Kay. 
Kline portrays an interesting 
character in Richard. Here is a 
man who is torn between his 
basic sense of personal honor 
and his own personal appetite. 
Another notable performance 
in this film is that of Forest 
All is not well in paradse: Allan Pakula's new murder mystery 'Consenting 
Ad.Jlts' pushes two couples to extremes, (courtesylholywood piaJres) 
When Eddy talks Richard into an exchange one 
night to sedate their respective sexual urges for 
the other's wife. Richard becomes a pawn in a 
murder in which he takes the fall and Eddy collects 
the $1.5 million policy. 
"Consenting Adults" is a suspense thriller on 
the ord~r of "Body Heat." It is as rivetingly ma-
nipulative as an Alfred Hitchcock work and, while 
one has to stretch the limits of credibility at times 
to accept the events. it is still a more believable 
story than "Body Double." long known as a 
favorite of dePalma fans. 
The movie builds tension without overdoing the 
moment and has its share of horror without get- , 
Whitaker as a private investigator. Whitaker· 
shows how well he handles a variety of roles. 
from a smart-ass airman(" Good Morning. Viet-
nam") to a tragic jazz hero C" Bird") and here he 
plays a straight-up.and hard-worki"ng man who 
is as dedicated to his family as much as to his 
job. · 
While "Consenting Adults" may not be the 
greatest murder mystery ever presented. it has 
its moments which are more than justified by an 
ending that is both unexpected and ine~itable. 
Public forum on 
Amendment9 
The Pros and Cons of 
Legislative Tem1 Limits. 
Tuesday, October 27 
Visual Arts Auditorium 
7:30 - 9:30 P.M. 
Sponsored by the 
Department of 
Political Science 
r·-·mmm~Il®Lil 
• A public service announcement from the Celnl Plcrida Flthrt : 
··········~···············~························ 
. Events on 
Saturday, October 31 
CIRCUS NIGHTMARE 
Featuring JIM ROSE SIDESHOW 
(as Seen at LLOLAPALOOZA) 
Shows at Midnite and 2 A.M. 
Best Overall Costume-$1,500 
Scariest Costume-$500 
Most Creative Costume-$500 
Friday. November 13 
BEASTIE BOYS/ ROLLINS BAND 
Saturday, November 14 
ALICE IN CHAINS 
· The Edge 
100 W. Livingston 
Downtown Or1ando 
For More Info Call 839-4331 
All Tickets Available Thru Ticketmaster. 
'£',. 
f" 
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AIDS 
FROM PAGE F1 
The second concern could not 
be addressed at this time. JD. was · 
told that an infant retains its' 
mother's immune system for ap-
proximately two years and then 
develops its own. J.D.'s child 
tested positive for the AIDS anti-
bodies at the time of birth. Her 
child would have to tested at inter-
vals to keep track of the immune 
systems progress. 
Fouryears later, JD. and her child 
are doing well. It has been two years 
since her child was last test for the 
HIV ant~bodies and the doctors have 
given the child a clean bill of health. 
JD. and herhusband are no longer -
together. She says that the virus has 
nothing to do with the separation. 
Personality conflicts and life goals 
contributed to their current status. 
HONeVer", they still talk with each 
other frequently. 
Since the separation, JD. has 
gone on to do many of the same 
things she always has and in many 
cases, she is doing them better. 
Forinstance, she has always been 
health conscious. Now, she only 
U.C.F. PEGATHON 
sKRUNS 
FITNESS WALK 
CELEBRATING HOMECOMING '92 
Sunday November 8, 1992 
I 0:00 AM at Lake Claire 
Post-race BBQ Brunch by Kiwanis 
Live Music by The Sea Dogs 
Drawings, Kiddie Run 
Overall & Age Group Awards 
FLORIDA HOSPITAL 
Information at UCF Wellness Center 
823-5841 
consumes organically grown fruits L----------------~-----• 
and vegetables, avoids meat, sugar, 
caffeine and alcohol. She also fol. 
lows a regular exercise regiment, to 
keep up her health. 
She asserts that she feels 
healthier now than she has ever 
felt in her life. Which is surprising, 
considering the fact that the doc· 
tors predicted that she would start 
to experience AIDS related illness 
two years ago. 
One characteristic that JD. pos-
sessesthat astonishes peqllewhen 
she decK:fes to tell them that she is 
positive, is her outlook on life. 
She claims that she has never 
taken the diagnosis as a death sen-
tenoo. She also refuses to step back 
and let the world and her life pass by 
her. JD. says that she accepts the 
notion of death, but still has an agenda 
that she wants to follow. . 
She wants to· continue to raise 
a healthy, happy and well adjusted 
child, she also wants to continue 
her education. · 
After leaving UCF a year ago, the 
vi>rant twenty-two year old is cur-
rent'>' enrolled in a private college 
speciarlZing in holistic medicines and 
the~ies. Herdesire is to hep other 
peq>le cope with IMng with the HIV 
virus and the disease AIDS. 
When asked what advice she 
would offer to people who test 
positive for HIV, she responded 
that she thinks it is very important 
for people to stop putting their 
doctors on pedest~ls. 
"Your doctor is not your god," 
JD. says. "You and your doctor 
should make decisions together. If 
you are not satisfied with the infor-
mation that he or she gives you, go 
to your library and do research on 
your on own." 
She also suggests a couple of 
books that have helped her in her 
quest to understand the disease. 
"Healing AIDS Naturally" by 
Laurence Badgley, and "AIDS, 
INC." by John Rapport. 
If you think you may be at risk, or 
just want to learn more about how to 
protectyourselffromthe exposure to 
this disease, please contact the 
Wellness Center at UCF (407)8n.-
5841 for further information. 
0 shannon graham 
central Florida future 
STUDENT 
LEGAL SERVICES 
~;: ff~ ~ ~~ 
PROBLEMS WITH? 
•LANDLORDS 
•INSURANCE 
•CONTRACTS 
•POLICE 
NEED? 
•A WILL 
•NAME CHANGE 
•UNCONTESTED 
DISSOLUTION 
STIJDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STIJDENTS WITH 
ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH AS LAND-
LORDflENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL, TRAFFIC & 
UNCO~STED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED STUDENTS CAN 
RECEIVE CONSUL TA TI ON AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF 
CHARGE. 
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT: 
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SC210, 
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM-5PM 
Funded by Activity and Service Fees through the 
Student Government Association 
Commllnity Bio-Resources, Inc. 
~ · ,~, Until Robots 
• ··:.l·.;.l'1 ~ .. WJ replace human~ ... 
i~~ · 0i:i ~ ... your plasma will 
· .~ ~ ® always be needed. 
~-
•/, .. 
. , . DID YQU KNOW? 
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES. 
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS: 
• Patients in shock 
• Bleeding Disorders 
• Provide intravenous fluids 
for burns, surgery, or 
treatments of illness 
•Protect against infectio~ 
•Accident victims 
• Provide clotting factors 
for hemophiliacs 
• New research on life 
threatening diseases 
"We would like to compensate yo·u for your 
time when giving the gift of life" 
BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE$ I 0 BONUS / / 
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION 1 / . 
Call for information and/ or appointment 
1122 W. Church St. Orlando, Fl. 32805 
(407) 841-2151 
1993 BSN 
tion - without waiting for the 
results of your State Boards. You 
can earn great benefits as an Air 
Force nurse officer. And if selected 
during your senior year, you may 
qualify for a fiv~month internship 
at a major Air Force medical f acili-
ty. To apply, you'll need an overall 
2.50 GPA. Serve your country 
while you serve your career. 
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
TOU..FREE 
1-800-423-USAF 
LSAT 
GMAT 
GRE 
The Test Is When' 
Classes Forming Now. 
• Live classes with experienced instructors 
• Hundrros of ho~ of audio review 
available 7 days a week 
• Extensive home study notes 
• No nonsense guarantee 
• Industry Leader-53 years experience and 
over 2 millioo graduates 
KAPLAN 
THE ANSWER TO THE TEST QUESTION 
273-7111' 
' - -
.- .. ...... ... ..: . 
·. ~. ACHIEVEMENTS 
: ~ REMEMBERED 
' Forever with ArtCrwved 
Fim·st Qu.dity • Faslcst Dch\·cry 
Lireume WaTranty • 13cst Overall Value 
' 
